De-risk your Cloud Adoption.
Navigate the challenges of your cloud enablement while ensuring the compliance and
integrity of your cloud platform and data.

Do these challenges sound familiar?
Previous Outcomes.
Delivered a security controls
assessment and roadmap to
support the successful launch of
a Public Cloud platform for a UK
& international bank
Developed a strategy to move
6000+ applications to the cloud,
accelerating secure cloud
migration
Reduced risk for a UK bank by
introducing infrastructure as
code and automation, enabling
safe yet fast production
deployments

De-risking your cloud migration

You’ve convinced your stakeholders of the beneﬁts of
moving to the cloud, but there’s still concern about how you
minimise risk on your cloud journey.

Embedding security into your environment

The cloud can bring a diverse range of threats to your
business. Ensuring your architecture and operations are
secure and ﬁt for purpose throughout your cloud adoption is
critical to success.

Ensuring data transparency, visibility and control
at all times

Securing cloud isn’t just about your environments. The
challenge is maintaining the security of your data whilst
providing greater control and transparency.

Ensuring your cloud environment complies with
regulatory requirements

With complex regulatory requirements, ensuring your
platform, data and controls remain compliant is a concern
for anyone using cloud.

Delivering complex migrations with less risk
Our cloud specialists are enterprise natives with expertise gained from working with some of the UK’s largest
businesses and ﬁnancial organisations. This means they understand the governance and compliance
frameworks that enterprises operate within. The result is the delivery of complex, large-scale migrations with
less risk and greater transparency. Our team will work with you in the design and delivery of the right cloud
security controls, technologies, automation and orchestration to accelerate adoption and secure your cloud
infrastructure, data and applications.

Why ECS is the partner for you:
ECS enables enterprises to secure by design, providing the technology controls and processes to
ensure the security of their cloud infrastructure. We help organisations accelerate enablement whilst
reducing the time spent on compliance. Our approach is underpinned by our innovative Delivery
and compliance threats.
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WE IMPLEMENT. WE SECURE. WE OPTIMISE. YOU SUCCEED.
Accelerated adoption with minimum risk

We understand that accelerating your cloud
adoption with minimal risk is a key priority. We help
you quickly assess and develop a route to secure
your infrastructure, data and applications so you can
accelerate adoption securely.

Improved security posture

With the addition of automation and new tooling
and technologies, you get an unprecedented level
of visibility and control over your environment. This
enables you to more rapidly and consistently respond
to security events and improve your security posture.

Security embedded within your processes

With your cloud foundations established and secured,
we work with you to protect your deployments and
accelerate application delivery - embedding security
into your continuous integration pipelines.

Regulatory compliance

We know that security extends beyond your cloud
environment. ECS works with you to ensure you meet
your existing data protection obligations. Our deep
knowledge and understanding of cloud security
ensures that new or existing cloud environments are
secured according to industry best practice and
meet the strictest regulatory requirements.

Our consultants deliver cloud, customer experience transformation, continuous
improvement and engineering capabilities in one team. This means you get process,
engineering and best of breed technology to deliver better customer experiences. Our
experience working with some of the largest and most heavily regulated businesses in the
UK to accelerate their customer journey transformation also means we put compliance
and security at the heart of every solution.
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